MIH is the booster fuel to grow and
develop enterprises with global
ambitions.
We are based in Manly in the Northern
Beaches region of Sydney, Australia.
MIH is a Not-For-Profit organization.

TURNING
IDEAS INTO
SUCCESSFUL
VENTURES

The Manly Innovation Hub (MIH) is being formed by people who
are passionate about harnessing innovation to ensure the Northern
Beaches area of Sydney will grow and prosper.
MIH has a core mission to challenge the status quo and in so doing
create new markets and companies.
The Manly Innovation Hub develops entrepreneurs, propels them
toward success, and accelerates the growth of early-stage ventures.
We can do this through:



Skills development



Connections



Capital

The MIH will focus exclusively on new ventures that are characterized
by an ability to scale and designed to be capable of raising capital. MIH
does not have a role in assisting people to start lifestyle businesses.
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PROGRAMMES
Our programmes are designed to prove
the commercial potential of innovative or
disruptive models.

VENTURE ACCELERATOR
The core offering

A 12 week programme designed for startups that are characterized
by an ability to scale (globally) and whose commercial potential is
attractive to investors (angel and VC). Note: MIH does not have a role
in assisting people to start lifestyle businesses.
VENTURE ACCELERATOR

YOUTH

Compressed timeframe

Similar to the core programme, however runs over a compressed
timeframe of 6 weeks and designed for people 16-24. Generally will
run separately for High School (16-19) and University students (2024).

VENTURE ACCELERATOR

CORPORATE

A structured process to capture corporate innovation

The core programme delivered inside a corporation or government
entity. Starts with a process to uncover ideas from your staff for
disruptive products and services. The best of these ideas are then
applied in the Core programme to rapidly build, test, validate and
experiment with new approaches and technologies.
VENTURE ACCELERATOR

OVER 50S

Structured for entrepreneurs over the age of 50

The core programme specifically tailored for the over 50s
demographic.
VENTURE ACCELERATOR

CUSTOMIZED

Structured for a corporate sponsor’s specific objectives

The core programme specifically tailored for an organizations
objectives.

VENTURE ACCELERATOR

VENTURE ACCELERATOR

Structured for a corporate sponsor’s specific objectives

Structured to focus on an R&D theme

FEMALE FOUNDERS

The core programme specifically for teams led by female
Founders.
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RESEARCH

A completely tailored programme that focuses on an R&D theme
for an organization.
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MANLY
INNOVATION
HUB
Manly is the gateway to the Northern Beaches
and is regarded by the Greater Sydney
Commission as a “Strategic Centre”.
The Manly Innovation Hub has been designed
to be complementary to existing businesses
servicing entrepreneurs and startups while
adding a strategic capability that strengthens
the economy of our region.

Sponsor partners are needed who share
our vision and wish to participate in the
Manly Innovation Hub project.

BACKSTORY

HOW DID MANLY INNOVATION HUB START

MIH Founder

GREG TWEMLOW
Greg Twemlow is an accomplished CEO with a passion for technology,
people and market success. Technical depth + business savvy +
creative flair is a powerful formula enabling me to genuinely move-theneedle.
I've long thought that Manly and the Northern Beaches of Sydney are
the perfect location for a venture accelerator. Since I first Posted the
idea on LinkedIn, there has been an inspirational level of interest.
....and I live in Manly, Australia
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GREG TWEMLOW
gt@gregtwemlow.com
+61 412 555 416
www.manlyinnovationhub.com

